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If you’ve bought dairy products from any of the 
major supermarket chains in California, chances 
are the condition of the product and display has 
been inspected by Cal Poly students.
The California Milk Advisory 
Board, in cooperation with the 
Cal Poly dairy science depart­
ment, sponsors an internship 
that allows four Cal Poly stu­
dents, each quarter, to inspect 
the quality of dairy products in 
stores all over the state.
Les Ferreira, internship ad­
viser, said, “The purpose of the 
program is to enhance dairy pro­
duct sales by educating store 
managers of proper product 
display, temperature and rotation. Through our 
internship, store owners can see how they compare 
to their competition as far as the quality of the 
product.
“Cal Poly is currently the only university in the 
state which has a program like this one,’’ he added.
Former intern Dante Migliazzo said, “ A majority 
of the stores we inspected could be rated very good 
to excellent as far as product quality and care. 
Especially in the larger metropolitan areas, where 
the competition between stores is higher. The areas 
where I saw there was a decrease in quality were 
the smaller rural areas.’’
Cal Poly defends 
admissions policy
B y M arianne B iasotti
staff Writer
Officials defended Cal Poly 
admissions policies against 
charges that the university is 
accepting more non-California 
residents than students from 
Atascadero High School at a 
school board meeting Monday 
night.
The Board of Trustees will 
drop charges and send Cal Poly 
the resolution which discusses 
the trustees’ admissions con­
cerns, said Kenneth Beck, chair 
of the Board of Trustees for the 
A tascadero U nified School 
District.
“ They mostly operated from 
partial knowledge — we gave 
them more information to 
understand our process and 
l im i ta t io n s ,”  sa id  H elen  
Linstrum, assistant director of 
Relations with Schools.
The complaint started. Beck 
said, when board members knew 
of students with a 3.5 GPA or 
higher who were turned down, 
and they didn’t think that was 
fair. There was a misunderstan­
ding about non-state residents 
being accepted, and trustees 
worried these students were get­
ting preference over Atascadero 
High students.
Trustees weren’t aware 18 
Atascadero students were ad­
mitted out of 27 applicants for 
fall 1988, Beck explained, with 
seven more admitted for summer 
school. Atascadero’s 67 percent 
acceptance rate was the highest 
among the applicants.
“That’s pretty amazing,’’ Beck 
said. “ We were happy with those 
figures.’’
Linstrum said the university 
would like to admit all local CSU 
applicants, and would do so if Cal 
Poly weren’t already impacted.
Local high school students 
from King City to Lompoc, who 
make up 24 percent of the stu­
dent body, receive a 3 percent 
increase on their applicant totals, 
consisting of SAT scores, GPA, 
course preparation and outside 
activities.
This is a unique state universi­
ty, Linstrum explained, because 
there are no regional mandates 
that place an emphasis on ad­
mitting local students like other 
CSU campuses. She said Cal Po­
ly is a university for all students 
in the state, and because of 
unique programs some students 
See ADMISSIONS, back page
Lloyd Pereira and Teresa Hunger, from a previous group. Inspect a dairy display and take copious notes.
Students inspect dairy products 
through California-wide internship
Costa Rica ag college 
nears implementation
Cal Poly project involves education 
in tune with ecological environment
B y K eith N u n es
staff Writer
*They are a fact-fin d in g  
grou p , w hich  can on ly  
m ake recom m en d ation s  
to  the store ow ners if  
they fin d  p ro b lem s.’
— Les Ferreira
“ Officially the students don’t have any authority 
over the stores which they inspect,’’ said Ferreira. 
“ They are a fact-finding group which can only 
make recommendations to the store owners if they 
find problems.’’
The internship began three years ago when 
Fereirra was at a Milk Advisory Board meeting 
and met with some people in 
charge of the Board. “ At the 
time we were looking for some 
way to expose dairy science stu­
dents to the marketing aspect of 
the dairy business. From there 
the project began to grow and 
along with the quality checks, 
the students are doing various 
research projects. For example, 
one of the projects they are doing 
is to find out if there is a dif­
ference in taste between milk 
that comes in a carton and milk that is sold in a 
jug,’’ said Ferriera.
Ferreira said when the program started, store 
owners were very receptive, but some store 
managers were not to happy. “ They thought that 
our students might represent a threat to them,’’ he 
said.
Migliazzo said, “ When 1 was on the internship. 
I’d say that 85 percent of the store managers were 
very receptive and wanted to know what our fin­
dings were. There were a handful who were defen­
sive, but 1 think they didn’t understand what we 
were doing.’’
Phase one of Project Earth is 
complete and phase two of the 
development of an agriculture 
college in Costa Rica is about to 
begin.
The project was started in 
1985 when Cal Poly was chosen 
from 19 universities to assist in 
building the college.
“ 1 think the reason Cal Poly 
was chosen over the other 
universities is because of our 
learn-by-doing m ethod of 
teaching,’’ said Larry Rathbun, 
associate dean for the School of 
Agriculture and director of the 
project. “The Costa Ricans were 
looking for a teaching style 
which was not straight lecturing 
and they found us.’’
He said phase one of the pro­
ject consisted of planning the 
design of the college.
“ We are going to build a col­
lege which is in tune with the 
ecological environment,’’ said 
Rathbun. “We want to take ad­
vantage of the natural beauty 
rather than create one. Phase 
two of the project will be the 
building and implementation of 
the school. We expect to have 75 
to 100 students enrolled by the 
fall of 1990.’’
Rathbun said the project is on 
schedule, but there have been 
some problems.
“ 1 work directly with the first 
vice president of Costa Rica,’’ he 
said. “ With the current interna­
tional tensions in Central 
America, and Costa Rican Presi­
dent Oscar Arias’ involvement 
with the peace process. President 
Arias tends to be out of the 
country quite a bit and that 
leaves the first vice president 
with more important things to do 
than work on the development of 
the college.’’
See COLLEGE, back page
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page 5
Tan students find life in a 
Methodist house provides a 
close environment not unlike 
that of an ideal family.
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Lack of honor
W hile the Academ ic Senate has considered redefin­ing the university’s policy on cheating and plagiarism , no one has seriously m entioned the 
possibility o f installing the honor system. T h a t’s p ro ­
bably because they know it w ouldn’t w ork.
H arvard , Yale, the service academ ies and o ther high- 
caliber universities use the honor system — and with 
great success. P rofessors d o n ’t m onitor exams and often 
give closed-book take-hom e tests. And if students 
discover classm ates cheating, they report the infraction. 
T he arrangem ent is no shock to  the students, who take a 
pledge o f honor before entering the school. A lthough the 
system  has been abused — two flagrant cases have oc­
curred at S tanford  and W est Po in t — the universities 
th a t use it still have faith  in it.
It can ’t be used here because too m any Cal Poly stu­
dents w ouldn’t be faithfu l to  their pledge. Even now, 
w ith professors hovering- over students, cheating occurs. 
W hether it’s m uffled whispers, concealed cheat sheets, 
doctored  blue books or craned necks, students find ways 
to  save their grade. There lies the problem . Despite all 
the “ Y ou’re only hurting yourself’’ rhetoric, too  m any 
Cal Poly students are m ore interested in G PA s than  in 
education . T h a t’s a by-product o f  our factory  system. 
T rue, not everyone sacrifices knowledge for the sake of 
grades. But if three students can ’t resist the tem ptation  
to  cheat when a professor is a round , how m any w on’t 
resist tem ptation  when a professor isn’t around?
The honor system is cherished at m any universities. 
But until m ore students learn the value o f honor — and 
education  — it w on’t be cherished here.
On one hand the Reagan Administration has a war on drugs. On the other hand the same 
administration has allowed tons of cocaine to be 
brought to our country on the same military planes 
it used to illegally send weapons to the contras of 
Nicaragua.
In affidavits, pilots who flew drug shipments tell 
of even being allowed to unload their cargo at an 
Air Force base in this country. Why do high of­
ficials of the Reagan Administration (such as 
George Bush) continue to say the players in this 
scandal are héros? Also, why is the administration 
putting up roadblocks wherever possible to stop 
investigations of criminal doings? We’re talking 
about crimes that undermine the Constitution of 
the United States.
Even before the downing of Eugene Hasenfus’s 
C-123 that started the avalanche of revelations 
about the Iran-contra scandal, the Christie In­
stitute (a non-profit public-interest law firm) had 
already told of Oliver North’s secret arms-for- 
hostages operation. The story was revealed in a 
$20 million lawsuit filed in U.S. District Court in 
Miami.
The suit accused North, Richard Secord, John 
Singlaub, Albert Hakim and 25 others of being 
part of a “ Secret Team’’ that for almost 30 years 
trafficked drugs, assassinated political enemies, 
stole from the U.S. government, armed terrorists 
and subverted the will of Congress and the public.
The details of this team’s actions the past six 
years have also been uncovered in a separate in­
vestigation by a commission headed by Sen. John 
Kerry of Massachusetts. Kerry’s staff has found 
from several sources that planeloads of Colombian 
cocaine were flown to a farm in northern Costa 
Rica owned by an American rancher named John 
Hull (one of the defendants in the Christie lawsuit).
Hull has been identified as a CIA or National Security Council liaison to the contras based in 
Costa Rica. He reportedly receives $10,000 a 
month from the NSC.
The cocaine was then loaded onto transport 
planes that had just dropped off the illegal arms 
shipments for the contras. Gary Betzner, one of 
the pilots, told CBS News that he had “ returned to 
Florida with approximately 1,000 kilos of cocaine.’’ 
Betzner said “ around AQ million’’ dollars was
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eventually netted for the contras.
Another pilot, Michael Tolliver, told how he flew 
28,000 pounds of weapons to Aguacate Air Base in 
Honduras as American security looked the other 
way. Coming back the same security-free way, he 
said he flew in his DC-6 carrying 25,000 pounds of 
marijuana. He said he landed at Homestead Air 
Force Base in Florida, where the pot was unloaded 
with no questions asked.
F elix Rodriguez, a veteran CIA operative (alias Max Gomez), worked with North to help 
oversee airdrops of contra supplies into Nicaragua. 
He received help from George Bush’s office and 
met with the vice president three times. No wonder 
George can’t handle questions about his knowledge 
of the Iran-contra scandal (calling his confronta­
tion with Dan Rather “ heat city’’). I don’t know 
how long candidate Bush can avoid the issue. 
Documents have implicated his two top aides of 
knowing of the Iran-contra scandal. Those aides 
supposedly keep the vice president informed of 
everything they discover.
With only a fraction of the information available, 
I have shown what Dan Sheehan of the Christie 
Institute calls a cancer within our government. 
What we need to do is get our heads out of the 
sand and demand the truth. North, Secord and the 
other defendants must be tried without delay. All 
relevent documents should be made available to 
the judge and jury. The strength of our country 
requires that the truth shall prevail and that 
malignant tumors not be pardoned.
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Yes on Prop. 70 
an easy way to act
Editor — Today, unlike any 
otner time in history, we are fac­
ed with rapid environmental 
changes that are driven by the 
pace of population growth and 
poorly planned technological ad­
vances. We have reached a point 
where the impacts of human ac­
tivity, including unchecked 
development of our dwindling 
land resources, are altering the 
global landscape and diminishing 
the quality of life for us all, not 
to mention the other forms of life 
with whom we share our planet.
This may sound like the same 
bleak story that you have heard 
too many times before, which 
disturbs you but somehow just 
gets filed away in the back of 
your memory bank. “ Anyway, 
what can I do to change the sit­
uation?’’ Indeed, it is hard to 
change our individual lifestyles 
while we are caught up in the in­
ertia of the current mindset. It is 
also difficult to suddenly become 
politically active (what with 
studies, work and possibly a 
social life getting in the way). 
But here is a chance to do some­
thing and it involves nothing 
more than exercising your right 
to vote.
This June we will have the op­
portunity to vote for the Califor­
nia Wildlife, Coastal and Parks 
Initiative, otherwise known as 
Prop. 70. This is a statewide ini­
tiative bond act to purchase and 
protect $776 million worth of 
critical natural areas in Califor­
nia. Please take time to be part 
of an environmental solution. 
Vote YES on Prop. 70.
DONNA M. HERBERT
Help save a life
Editor — If you owned some­
thing that was completely 
useless to you, would you give it 
to another person if it could save 
their life? What if this act of giv­
ing only required about 30 se­
conds of your time, and was vir­
tually effortless? You may be 
able to save a life this way by 
becoming an organ donor.
There are approxim ately 
15,000 people in the U.S. waiting 
and hoping for an organ 
transplant. These organs include 
corneas, kidneys, livers, and 
hearts, and some of these poten­
tial recipients may die if suitable 
donors are not found. Others will
be forced to lead uncomfortable, 
abnormal lives. From San Luis 
Obispo to San Diego, there are 
more than 800 people in need of 
some vital organ. If you put 
yourself in the place of these sick 
people, it is difficult to unders­
tand why healthy people will not 
become organ donors.
It is not pleasant to think 
about dying, but when you die 
your body could provide another 
person with the ability to see, or 
prolong their life. Since you will 
no longer need any organs, why 
not give them to someone who 
does? All you need to do is sign 
an organ donor card and place it 
on the back of your driver’s 
license. It’s that simple.
This week. Alpha Upsilon 
fraternity is working with the 
National Organ Donor Program 
to raise awareness for this cause 
in Southern California. Our aim 
is to nass out 3,000 organ donor 
cards in the U.U., and SAE at 
U.C. Santa Barbara is trying to 
do the same. Please help us reach 
our goal, and you may just save 
a life.
J. BRIAN TERNAN
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State Nation World
Fed court says tax-free export 
of advocacy films is a right
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The government’s attempt 
to ban the tax-free export of documentary films that 
advocate a cause or seek to influence policy was struck 
down by a federal appeals court Tuesday as a “ virtual 
license to engage in censorship.”
The U.S. Information Agency regulations, which gov­
ern the international circulation of thousands of films 
each year, violate the constitutional right of freedom of 
expression by discriminating on the basis of content, 
said the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
It was the second victory in less than a week for in­
dependent filmmakers challenging the USIA’s attempt 
to regulate the content of U.S.-produced educational 
films that are to be shown commercially in other coun­
tries. Filmmakers need the agency’s approval to qualify 
for an exemption from foreign nations’ import taxes.
U.S. District Judge A. Wallace Tashima of Los 
Angeles, whose 1986 ruling invalidating the agency’s 
first set of regulations was upheld Tuesday, declared last 
Friday that rewritten rules allowing the agency to label 
some exported films “ propaganda” was also unconstitu­
tional.
Tashima ordered the USIA to draft a third set of rules 
that do not discriminate on the basis of content.
Senate nears OK of Pentagon 
budget bill to fund drug war
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate neared approval 
Tuesday of a Pentagon budget bill that has become a 
vehicle for anti-drug proposals, including a resolution 
condemning administration proposals to cut a deal with 
Panama’s military ruler, Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega.
The lone remaining dispute was an amendment pro­
posed by Alfonse D’Amato, R-N.Y., which would permit 
the death penalty for drug dealers convicted of killing 
people.
“ We don’t want to be the fly in the ointment” delaying 
final action on the bill, said Senate Minority Leader Bob 
Dole, R-Kan.
But he said D’Amato and other supporters of the 
death penalty plan would not drop their amendment un­
til they were assured it will be considered at a later date.
The bill authorizes Pentagon spending of $299.5 billion 
in the fiscal year beginning Oct. 1 and includes a trio of 
anti-drug provisions overwhelmingly added by senators 
who contend the U.S. public wants sterner action to halt 
illegal drug-trafficking.
Two of the provisions were approved Tuesday in the 
wake of reports that the administration was willing to 
drop drug-trafficking charges against Noriega if he steps 
down.
Syrian fighters gain ground 
despite cease-fire with Iran
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — A counterattack by Amal 
fighters gained ground against the rival Hezbollah 
militia Tuesday in the 12th day of their war for control 
of south Beirut’s Shiite Moslem slums.
The battle raged in violation of another cease-fire 
sponsored by Syria and Iran. Syria supports the 
mainstream Amal and Iran backs the radical Hezbollah, 
whose name means Party of God.
Police said 15 people were killed and 5’ wounded on 
Tuesday. They put the number of total casualties at 240 
dead and 757 wounded since fighting began May 6 in the 
16 square miles of slums, where groups affiliated with 
Hezbollah are believed to hold most of the nine Ameri­
cans and nine other foreigners missing in Lebanon.
The latest truce, the seventh since fighting began, was 
called for 11 p.m. Monday after Syria massed 7,500 
soldiers and 500 tanks and armored vehicles on the 
edges of the enclave next to the airport. The Syrians 
have about 25,000 soldiers in north and Lebanon and 
7,500 in Moslem west Beirut.
Syria agreed to give political efforts a chance after 
Iran’s acting foreign minister, Ali Mohammed Besharati, 
held several meetings Monday with government and 
military leaders in Beirut and Damascus.
THOMAS P. BARRY, M.D.
is pleaseid to announce 
the opening of his 
office for the practice 
of
ORTHOPEDIC
SURGERY
Hand Surgery • Arthroscopic Surgery - Sports Medicine
Office Hours by 
Appointment
Monday-Friday
8am-5pm
466-8805
San Anselmo Center
4555 El Camino Real
Suite A
Atascadero, CA 93422
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VALENCIA
. . .  For Those Who Want It All!
Private Bedrooms 
Weight Room
- Olympic Free Weights
- Universal Machines
' Fitness Center
-  free aerobics
Heated Swimming Pool 
Computer!Study Room
- IBM Compatibles
- access to Cal Poly Mainframe
10 or 12 Month Leases
Cal Poly Shuttle Bus
leaves every half hour
We believe Valencia is the finest student housing in San 
Luis Obispo. But we don't want you to just tike our word for it. 
We invite you to look at our competition (Cedar Creek,
Murray St. Station, Stenner Glenn, Mustang Village, Foothill 
Hacienda, and others) and then look at Valencia.
We^ re confident you'll choose Valencia!
555 Ramona Drive 543-1452
A
Vote June 7th!
California’s 10 year old spending limit, sponsored by 
Mr. Paul Gann, threatens to raise your tuition 
and increase student/faculty ratios.
If we don’t update the limit, education, police, 
senior health care, and other vital public services 
will be cut almost $23 billion over the next 10 years.
Mr. Gann agrees that his spending limit should be changed.
But, he has joined with private developers in proposing Prop. 72, 
a different change to the spending limit that 
will take more than $700 million away from education 
and other public services next year alone.
We need your
**YESonProp. 7V\M**NOonProp. 72**
votes to update the spending limit.
As faculty in The California State University, 
we are concerned about your education.
If you don’t fight for yourself, 
you cannot expect anyone else to.
Please join thousands of other students and faculty 
and fight for California’s future.
Vote
**YESonProp. 71**^ni**NOonProp, 72**
Contributed by the California Faculty Association, 8939 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Suite 520, Los Angeles, CA 90045
You Got to Decide
IBM PS/2
Demonstration
UU220. 10AM-2PM
Credit Card Orders
Will Accepted
during the 
Demonstration
EIGDnoJmjBookstoie
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A 'family' close to God
Wesley House: 
a long tradition  
of togetherness
By Brenda Suppanz  ^ sta ff writer
E veryone gathered around the extra-large dinner table for the evening meal. Twelve place settings were laid out and the chicken, wrapped carefully in 
foil bundles, was cooked to perfection in the 800-pound 
commercial stove. The group, accustomed to their night­
ly routine, exchanged comments about the broccoli while 
they took turns filling their plates. Reaching out to hold 
hands, they bowed their heads and gave a prayer of 
thanksgiving.
“ (It’s) probably the best time of the day for the 
house,” architecture major Jeff Tilman said on this 
night, a typical one at the Wesley House on Fredericks 
Street. All 10 members meet Monday thru Friday to 
discuss the happenings of the day over dinner.
However, the Wesley House is all but typical. The 
student-run housing facility holds five men and five 
women who desired “ low-cost, quality Christian hous­
ing,” said Dave Mason, Cal Poly chemistry major and 
resident of the house, which had its grand opening dur­
ing Poly Royal weekend.
The house members invited all of their supporters to 
the grand opening, which “ was a time to consecrate the 
house and show our appreciation to people who helped 
out with the house,” Mason said. The gigantic oven 
came in handy, since they cooked for 100 people that 
weekend.
The Wesley tradition dates back to 1957, Tilman said, 
when a group of eight male students wanted to form a 
“ communal” living environment. Mason’s father, a Cal 
Poly student then, was one of the original members who 
lived in the founding house on California Street.
After that, Tilman explained, they moved to where 
Mustang Village is now. In 1966, they bought the pres­
ent property on Fredericks Street, which then included a 
four-bedroom house and a milking shed in the backyard. 
In those days, Tilman said, they paid a mere $12,000 for 
the whole package.
However, there were some characteristics about the 
old house that motivated the group to begin planning for 
a new housing facility, he said. “ Large hunks of plaster 
were falling off the ceiling ... The house was condemned 
twice by the fire marshall.”
Although the men in the group made efforts to save 
the house, they could not remedy the situation. “ There 
was really nothing to save,” Tilman said. “The walls 
were so flimsy, you could push through them with your 
hand.”
Mason added that in 1981, the house was jacked up 
and the foundation was put in the hard way.
The Wesley House on Fredericks Street
“ The best view from the house was fiom the closet,” 
said Jose Sepulveda, engineering technology major. A 
resident of both the old and new homes, he said, “ It took 
a bulldozer 10 minutes to knock down the house.”
The flattened land then provided the students col­
lateral to get a building loan for $210,000, Tilman said. 
They hired an architect. Cal Poly professor Randy Det- 
tmer, to help design a new housing unit. The students 
came up with a list of things they wanted the house to be 
and the architect met those in the design, he said. “ We 
were able to build this house using the land.”
The house is officially owned by the Men’s Wesley 
House Corporation, a Methodist organization. It is situ­
ated on 10,000 square feet of land and contains 4,000 
square feet including: eight bedrooms, four bathrooms, a 
large living room, a 300-square-foot kitchen and a laun­
dry facility. As Tilman estimated the square footage of 
the house, he added with a smile, it’s “a little more if you 
count the mailbox.”
Constructed in such a way that two bedrooms are at- 
tatched to one bathroom, Tilman compared the set up of 
the house to the dorms, which he said alleviates poten­
tial coed problems. “ All the men are on the left side of 
the house and all the women are on the right side.”
The construction of the house began in October 1987 
and took seven months to complete. Mason said. Al­
though the process took longer than they had originally
intended, he said “ it was a learning experience about 
dealing with banks and cities.”
Working very closely with the construction company, 
Tilman explained that the students “ ended up buying 
the lighting fixtures and picking out the tile ... We were 
here every day and made the decisions on the job.”
One challenge faced by the members of the house dur­
ing the construction was trying to get the commercial 
stove into the kitchen, Tilman said. “ We had to get a 
fork lift to get it into the house.” It was lifted through 
the dining room window and carefully walked into the 
kitchen. He said they even had to reinforce the floor 
underneath.
Working together during the construction and moving 
period created a bond between the members of the 
household, Tilman said. “ We really like to get to know 
one another,” he said, explaining that it’s a “ very 
close-knit group and we support each other a bit more 
than other groups.”
Things that foster that closeness are often spon­
taneous.
“ We do doughnut or yogurt runs at 11 at night,” 
Mason said. “ If we want others to go we just yell 
‘Doughnuts!’ and people appear.”
However, this tactic is not as successful when anyone 
yells “ Groceries!” , he said.
Commitment to a close-knit group is one of the 
qualities emphasized in the Wesley household. Before 
they let a new member into the house, they go through a
Mark Bryant and Jose Sepulveda wash dishes after the traditional house dinner.
Tilman said the only requirements 
for living there are ‘to be an active 
Christian, be willing to cook dinner 
once a week, do some house chores 
and spend about eight hours each 
quarter maintaining the house.’
screening process to help prospective roommates 
understand their commitment and to get to know each 
other, said Mason. “ When someone asks about the 
house, we have them over for dinner.”
If the person is interested in living there, they set up a 
formal interview during a house meeting. Mason con­
tinued, saying with a smile that they ask “ soul-searching 
questions.”
Tilman said that the only requirements for living there 
are “ to be an active Christian ... ,be willing to cook din­
ner once a week, do some house chores and spend about 
eight hours each quarter maintaining the house.
“ We have tried to arrange the house to be as low 
maintenance as possible,” he added.
Although the house is associated with the Methodist 
Church, Tilman said the members of the house attend 
several different church denominations. “ The com­
monality of our Christianity gives us a basis from which 
to start,” he added saying, “One need not be Methodist 
to live here. One only needs to have a belief in the Chris­
tian God and Jesus Christ.”
See WESLEY, back page
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New recreation center construction postponed
Fund delay spurs 3-month setback 
in work start date for fitness facility
By M arisa F u jikak e
staff Writer
Due to a delay in state funding 
for the building of the new 
recreation center, construction 
originally scheduled to begin in 
June 1989 was postponed until 
September 1989.
The delay in hiring the ar­
chitect for the project is a result 
of the state funding cycle, said 
Steve Adams, associate director 
of ASI. He said the governor had 
to approve the funding.
The rec center is jointly funded 
by the state and the students. 
The state agreed to fund approx­
imately 60 percent.
“ This is the first time any 
California State University is 
jointly funding with the state for 
a facility,” said Tom Lebens, 
senator from the School of 
Engineering.
The university chose this ap­
proach because a jointly funded
CLASS ENCOUMTERS
facility would provide efficiency 
in space and substantial savings, 
said Doug Gerard, executive 
dean of Facilities Administra­
tion.
“ We’re optimistic that it will 
work out to be a mutual benefit 
for both parties,” he said.
The referendum for the $31- 
per-quarter fee increase to fund 
the facility passed in February 
1986. Of the 6,359 students that 
voted, the largest turnout of any 
previous ASI election, 55 percent 
voted in favor of the proposal.
Upon scheduled completion in 
spring 1991, the $13 million 
recreational/physical education 
project will include nine rac- 
quetball courts, a weight room, a 
gymnastics room, a wrestling 
room, an exercise/dance room, an 
equipment room, a multi-purpose 
gymnasium and a 50-meter out­
door pool.
The complex will accommodate 
space for Rec Sports, physical
education department and pro­
gram board offices. “ Right now 
student organizations and Rec 
Sports are fighting over time,” 
said Dwayne Head, interim head 
of the physical education 
department. The new rec center 
will provide that need by pro­
viding more facilities, he said.
Rec Sports, currently located 
in the University Union, will be 
relocated to the new rec center, 
said Ann Nebiker, chair of union 
recreation committee. The video 
games and billiard tables will 
probably extend into rhe vacated 
space, she said.
The plan for the rec center is 
still undetermined. “ We looked 
at four different plans for the 
building,” Nebiker said. The ar­
chitect working committee and 
the architect, Donn Logan, met 
Thursday to discuss the plans.
The committee expressed a 
preference for a complex that 
separated the offices from the 
activity area, said Head. “ It 
could be as much as three stories 
in some parts of the building,” he 
said. Logan will present the final 
schematic drawing to the campus 
planning committee and the 
Union Executive Committee at
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DISCOVER THE WOODSIDE DIFFERENCE
■ All Private Bedrooms
■ Quiet & Secure Surroundings
■ Ample Parking/Friendly Staff
LEASING OFFICE OPEN DAILY 
9am-7pm Mon-Fri/10am-7pm Sat-Sun
OPEN HOUSE & FREE GIFT OFFER
When You Visit Our Model Apartment
GROUPS OF 3 OR 4:
FREE $5.00 certificate good at 
Woodstock's Pizza.
BY YOURSELF OR WITH A FRIEND: 
Get a FREE medium yogurt from the 
Yogurt Station.
the end of the month.
Once open, the rec center will 
be open to any student during 
rec hours, said Nebiker. She said 
that it will be an adequate facili­
ty to accommodate the present 
demand, but anticipates increase 
in demand after it is opened.
“ It might be open to the 
general public,” Nebiker said. 
“ But the problem is the demand. 
It might get too crowded.”
The building will cover about 
78,000 square feet. It will be 
located between the Health 
Center and the physical educa­
tion building at the intersection 
of Via C arta and South 
Perimeter Road.
“ The new recreational center 
will be an enhancement for the 
recreational program and for 
students, faculty and staff,” 
Adams said.
Poly may, may not 
get research money
State shortfall could eat allocations 
before they can benefit CSU system
By C hristine K ohn
staff Writer
Cal Poly will receive more than 
$100,000 for research next fall 
quarter due to a new provision in 
the Master Plan for Higher 
Education.
However, the $2.5 million 
allocated for research in the 
California State University is in 
danger of being cut before it even 
reaches the system because of an 
$800 million shortfall in the state 
budget, said Robert Lucas, 
associate vice president for 
graduate studies, research and 
faculty development.
“ We don’t know if it will be cut 
yet, but it’s vulnerable because 
it’s a new thing,” Lucas said. 
“ It’s easier to cut out something 
that people never had.”
This is the first time the state 
has indicated a willingness to 
pay for research in the CSU 
system, said Lucas. Up until 
now, research was authorized, 
but no money was appropriated 
for it.
“ The CSU is trying to get 
some recognition for something 
that has been done for awhile,” 
Lucas said. “ There’s a lot of 
research going on, clearly in the 
master’s programs. We award 
about 10,000 master’s degrees a 
year in the CSU. A quarter of the 
masters have a thesis option. So 
that means that there are about 
2,500 theses per year,” he said. 
“ At Cal Poly we have the senior 
project too. Not all of them in­
volve a great deal of research, 
but some do.”
The CSU is also trying to get 
additional funds to supplement 
external money that comes in to 
support research.
“ Last year the CSU took in 
$115 million in grants for 
research. That’s a lot of money 
coming from the outside without 
any money coming from the in­
side available to help out,” said 
Lucas. “ You can’t always rely on 
external support.”
The research program would be 
set up to give grants to faculty. 
See RESEARCH, back page
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Attention 
’88 Grads!!!
Genentech, Inc., a leader in the field of biotechnology, 
will be on-campus interviewing Mondaj^ May 23  and 
lliesda); May 2 4 , 1988. We have exciting career oppor­
tunities for graduating seniors in the following areas:
•  Biochemical Manufacturing
•  Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
•  Materials Management
•  Pharmacolt^ (Animal Science)
•  Cell Genetics
•  Molecular Biology
•  Assa>' Services
Genentech, Inc. offers an excellent salary and benefits 
package and believes strongly in providing opportunities 
for personal growth and advimcement. 1b arrange inter­
views with our recruiters, please bring your resume to 
our table, in Chumash Auditorium in the University Union 
Building, during die Springboard Job Bair between 10 
am and 2 pm , o n  May 23« 1988. An equal opportu­
nity employer.
ddijìxiinitèisdhio DffìxSo 
(^@(nxii(rDt^®©(hio Doixgo 
(^©(miffì)ts®dh)o Dtrocgo 
Genentech, Inc.
(^(MKg(n)tÈ®©(h)o Offixgo
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Up With People promotes worldwide good will
By C laire N ick elson
staff Writer
Hailing from different nations 
with varying cultures, they have 
traveled worldwide and will be 
rejoicing in their common bond 
as people in a musical extrava­
ganza right here in San Luis 
Obispo tonight and tomorrow 
night.
The group is called Up With 
People and is made up of 120 col­
lege-age students from 16 coun­
tries and 32 states. Their goal is 
to promote good will and 
understanding to people of all 
different countries through
( A1 I-NDAR
music and dance.
The group was formed in the 
mid-1960s by Blanton Belk, who 
was concerned about the nega­
tive mind-set of anti-America and 
anti-war movements. He wanted 
more positive aspects of youth to 
come out and decided that music 
was the perfect way to achieve 
this.
Today, five casts cover 48 
countries during one-year tours 
and stay with host families in 
each of the cities in which they 
perform.
“ Staying with families is what 
separates us from other touring 
groups. It gives us a chance to 
share our cultures with theirs 
and makes the program a real
learning experience,” said Malin 
Bjorkman of Sweden.
Christy King, a cast member 
from Arkansas, said she also felt 
that this is where the real value 
of the program lies. “ We don’t 
remember the cities we visit by 
the rooms we stayed in, but by 
the people we stayed with.”
The cast is chosen by inter­
views rather than auditions 
because personality is the most 
integral part of the program. The 
five-week training process begins 
in July in which the cast gets to 
know each other and learns the 
show’s program. Then it’s off to 
an 11-month world tour, said 
King.
“ Everyone comes on the tour
with d ifferen t in ten tions, 
whether it’s to travel, perform, or 
mature, but each person leaves 
w ith a resp ec t and  an 
understanding for different ways 
of life,” said Greg Fritz, a cast 
member from Nebraska.
This cast has traveled to 90 
cities in four countries and will 
be ending its tour in Turlock ear­
ly in July. While it has enter­
tained the likes of Vice President 
George Bush, Bob Hope and 
NFL football teams, the non­
profit group also concentrates on 
bringing the show to the needy.
“ It really opens our eyes to the 
world when we perform at soup 
kitchens, rest homes and
prisons,” said King. “ Earlier this 
year we performed at a banquet 
honoring U.S. astronauts and 
later that day gave a show for 
2,000 underprivileged children.”
The two-hour program titled 
“ Time For The Music” will raise 
funds for the Soil and Water 
Society and will be held at 
Cuesta College Auditorium.
“The show features something 
for everyone and is a really uplif­
ting experience,” said King. “ We 
try to bring the world to you.”
Some of the show highlights 
include Japanese rock songs, 
gospel music, a Chinese umbrella 
dance and music from the 1950s.
Wednesday
•John Dukakis, son of Demo­
cratic candidate Mike Dukakis 
and his California campaign 
manager, will speak Wednesday 
at 4 p.m. in U.U. 204.
•A Diabetes Support Group 
meets every Wednesday from 
noon to 1 p.m. in the Health 
Center Medical Library. Call 
Carolyn Hurwitz at 756-1211 for 
more information.
Mountain lion hunting will start in October
DFG studies say effect on statewide 
populations likely to be negligible
thursday
By N eil Farrell
staff Writer
•Poncho de la Roche from the 
American Red Cross will speak 
Thursday at 7 p.m. at the 
Veteran’s Hall on Grand Avenue. 
He will discuss the approaching 
famine in Africa.
•John Maguire, president of 
the Claremont University Center 
and Graduate School, will speak 
Thursday at 11 a.m. in Fisher 
Science 286. The one-time 
Fulbright scholar will discuss 
“ Instituting Change in the Uni­
versity.”
•Public Safety will hold a skin 
cancer program Thursday from 
11 a.m. to noon in Fisher Science 
287. Sharon Billon, an Arroyo 
Grande M.D. of dermatology, is 
the guest sp e a k e r . Free 
sunscreen will be handed out.
Foreign languages professor 
Alurista will discuss “ The Con­
stitution of Freedom in Chicano 
Poetry; Icon and Curse” Thurs­
day at 11 a.m. in U.U. 220. The 
speech is part of the Arts and 
Humanities Lecture Series.
The California Department of 
Fish and Game has set the se­
cond Saturday in October as the 
start of a 79-day mountain lion 
hunting season, the state’s first 
trophy hunt since banning the 
activity in 1972.
The DFG has been conducting 
field studies annually since 1976, 
and now estimates the statewide 
lion population at 5,100 animals, 
up from 1972 estimates of 2,400. 
.According to a report released by 
the DFG, an annual lion hunt 
with 190 permit tags sold and 
kill limits of one per hunter 
established, would create a 
negligible effect on statewide 
populations of lions and their 
prey species, the mule deer.
The report specifies four hun­
ting zones in the state: the nor­
thwest, the west slope of the 
Sierra Nevadas, the east slope of
the Sierra Nevadas and the Cen­
tral Coast region including all of 
San Luis Obispo, Monterey and 
Santa Barbara counties. There 
are 10,470 square miles of moun­
tain lion range in the Central 
zone and a population of 395 
lions at the minimum.
The DFG has placed strict 
regulations on the hunt. Hunters 
cannot kill a female lion with 
spotted cubs, or any lion that is 
less than one year old. The DFG 
is also requiring that every lion 
killed must be presented to the 
department within 72 hours. This 
requirement includes the head, 
hide and any edible meat to allow 
the DFG to “ collect biological 
information from lion carcasses.”
There is also an in-season 
closure mechanism which states 
that any time the number of lions 
killed exceeds 20 percent of the 
lion population in a specific 
region, the hunt will stop in that 
area. Regulations also prohibit
the use of bait to lure lions.
Jim Lindberg, area field 
biologist for the DFG, said that 
incidents of livestock depreda­
tion in San Luis Obispo County 
have been on a steady rise.
Lindberg said that mountain 
lions are very common in certain 
areas of the county.
“There are several in Montana 
de Oro,” Lindberg said. “ The 
Cuesta Grade area is a hot spot, 
there are one to two road kills on 
the highway every year. The 
Adelade area near Paso Robles 
has a very high density of lions, 
and the Pozo area is also good, 
because of the brush and dense 
vegitation. The California Valley 
area isn’t a very dense region.”
Lindberg said that in Arroyo 
Grande two to three cats have 
been kilted almost within the city 
limits, and in Cambria there was 
a report of a family watching as 
its family pet was killed and 
devoured. The problem, accor­
ding to Lindberg, is that there 
are too many lions for the 
habitat to sustain.
Michael Hansen, Cal Poly 
wildlife biologist, said the
reasons given by some propo­
nents of the hunt are misleading.
“ If they want to go out and 
shoot them for rugs, then go out 
and shoot them for rugs,” 
Hansen said. “ But don’t gimme 
that about lions depleting the 
deer herds.”
Hansen said that environmen­
tal factors play a heavier part in 
the deer populations than natural 
hunting by lions.
Historically, the mountain lion 
has been thought of as a pest, or 
varmint. Because of depredation 
of livestock in California, the 
state Legislature offered a $20 
bounty for lions in 1907 and con­
tinued the bounty until 1963. In 
1919, Jay Bruce was hired as the 
DFG’s first lion hunter. Bruce 
became a folk hero, drawing 
crowds everywhere he went, and 
is credited with killing hundreds 
of mountain lions.
The predator control program 
peaked in 1948, with five lion 
hunters and 40 trappers working 
as salaried employees for the 
DFG. Between 1907 and 1963, an 
average of 150 to 200 lions were 
See LIONS, back page
APPLE DAYS '88
EXTENDED DEADLINE
Due to the overw helm ing  response 
by Cal Poly to A pple  Days '8cS,
El Corral Bookstore is extending 
the special ttne-tiine prices until 
next week! cSome adciitional e T i m p a l e r s  are a\ ailabie f o r  piekup on May 2! Bui. ,\ve cannm eiiaraniee 
deli\ery by May 21 on orders taken durinp 
this exlenderl lime. We will make every eliort 
to deliver ihe order as soon as possible.
Absolute last day at these 
prices will be Saturday, May 21
EICbnall^Bookstoie
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Men’s tennis loses semifinal match at nationals
Will go up against Rollins College 
today to decide third, fourth place
ROHNERT PARK — The Cal Poly 
men’s tennis team lost its chance to com­
pete in the finals of the NCAA Division 11 
men’s national tennis championships 
Tuesday when it lost to top-seeded Hamp­
ton Institute of Hampton, Va., 5-2.
The Mustangs will face Rollins College 
today to decide the third- and fourth-place 
finishers.
Cal Poly head coach Hugh Bream said 
his team wilt be facing its first American 
team in the tournament when it challenges 
Rollins College. The team faced all foreign 
opponents Tuesday, and Monday, when it
defeated Southwest Baptist of Bolivar, 
Mo., 6-0, in Monday’s opening round.
“ We’ve now gotten past the professional 
foreign mercenaries,’’ Bream said.
The Mustangs lost to Rollins College 
earlier this season, but they were playing 
without their No. 2 singles player Neal 
Berryman. Bream said, “ We’d really like 
to finish the season with a win. They’re a 
very volatile team. We didn’t make a lot of 
lifelong friendships the first time we 
played them.’’
Cal Poly accomplished its only two wins 
on Tuesday in singles action.
Playing in the No. 1 spot, Mike Giusto 
easily defeated Luis Nacimiento, 6-2, 6-3. 
Teammate Tim Fressenius, competing in 
the fourth position, had a tougher time 
with Muraji Agibade, but came on strong 
in the end to secure the win. The score: 4- 
6, 6-4, 6-4.
Cal Poly’s No. 2 player, Neal Berryman, 
put up a fight, but could not overcome 
Flavio Lima. Lima took the match, 6-2, 
4-6, 6-3.
In the No. 3 spot, Hampton’s Islam 
Ulhaq defeated Joe McDonough, 6-4, 6-3. 
The fifth-place match was closer, but Cal 
Poly’s Alex Havrilenko could not come 
out ahead of Olman Suleiman. Suleiman 
won the match, 7-6, 6-4.
And in the last singles match of the day, 
Hampton’s Edwardo Afini defeated Eric
HIIMIIIHIIIIHIII
WHY DO MORE CAL POLY 
STUDENTS CHOOSE TO LIVE 
AT MUSTANG VILLAGE?
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------------------------------  POLY
L O C A T IO N -  18 ACRES, 2 C R EEK S, NATURAL  
------------------------------  W O O D E D  O PEN  SPACE
LOCATION -  C O N V E N IE N T TO  BANKS, 
----------------------------  SH O PPIN G  AND RESTA UR A N TS
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Sasao, 6-4, 3-6, 6-4.
In the only doubles match that was 
completed. Cal Poly’s team of Fressenius 
and Dale Minney were defeated by Afini 
and Suleiman.
At the national tournament, all matches 
are called after one team scores five vic­
tories. Cal Poly’s two other doubles mat­
ches were in the third set when the match 
was called.
In Monday’s action. Cal Poly’s No. 1 
singles player, Mike Giusto, defeated Gary 
Jones, 6-4, 6-4. And in the No. 2 spot for 
Cal Poly, Neal Berryman went to a 
tiebreaker against Mario Llano, but took 
the match 7-6, 6-3.
Mustang Joe McDonough, playing in 
the third spot for the Mustangs, had the 
easiest time of his team. McDonough 
dominated Jorge Mendonca, 6-1, 6-4.
Teammate Tim Fressenius, in the No. 4 
position, came out ahead in the first set 
against Rob Littlefield by winning a 7-4 
tiebreaker. He then wrapped up the win 
with a 6-3 second set.
Cal Poly’s Alex Havrilenko pulled his 
game together after a shaky first set 
against Vianney Merino, and was credited 
with the 7-5, 6-1 victory.
And in the No. 6 spot. Mustang Dale 
Minney beat Fanah Chung, 6-4, 6-4.
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Microwave Ovens In Every Apartment
U N I Q U E -  PR IVATE PARK & BBQ AREA  
LARGE- LAWN AREAS W ITH  BBQ'S
BEAUTIFUL- NATURE W ALK/JOGGING PATH (in park
and creek)
MODERN- LAUNDRY FACILITIES (5 located throughout 
complex)
BEST- CLIM ATE AREA IN SAN LUIS O B ISPO
RESERVED PARKING -  (AND G U EST PARKING)
A SSU R ES TE N A N TS  A PLACE TO  PARK NEAR CAL 
POLY AT ALL T IM E S
Year Round Heated Pool, Security, Full-time 
Maintenance. Fully furnished townhouses availble 
from $170/mo. per person. Private studio 
apartments in a quiet, scenic setting from $370/mo. 
or $339/mo.on a 12 mo. lease.
W om en’s water polo 
takes 5 th at nationals
m
ANNAPOLIS — The Cal Poly 
women’s water polo team took 
fifth place out of 10 teams in the 
collegiate national tournament 
held at the U.S. Naval Academy 
last week.
This year’s placing was an im­
provement over the team’s nin­
th-place finish last year.
At the end of the tournament, 
two Mustangs were awarded 
all-American honors. Kandi 
Eckard was chosen first-team 
all-American, and Cheryl Jantzen 
was chosen honorable mention 
all-American.
In the first round. Cal Poly 
dominated Brown University, 
14-3. Jantzen led the Mustangs
IM UfflANG V lU A fiE '
1 Mustang Drive, San Luis Obispo 
Office OPEN Mon-Sat 9am-5pm 
543-4950
■99c BIG M AC 999
IT’S A  
GOOD TIME 
FOR THE 
GREAT TASTE
I
This coupon entitles 
you to one Big Mac. 
Limit one per cus­
tomer, per visit.
Please present cou­
pon when ordering.
Not valid with any 
other offer.
Valid until June 30, 1988 Good only at
1 ^ _____ _______ §AN_y¿'§_OB!?f^
IKAPLAN
STMlin H. KMIAN EDUOmONAl anni IID.
WHAT IF YOUDON! on
INTO THE GRAD 
SCHOOL OF 
YOUR CHOICE?
Sure, there arc other 
schools. But why settle? 
Kaplem prep courses help 
students raise their scores 
and their cliances of 
be ing admitted into their 
first-choice schools, feet 
is. no one heis helped 
students score higherl
OTHER COURSES: MCAT, DAT, NO EX, NTE, CPA, BAR REVIEW, &  OTHERS
ENROLLING NOW! Visit us at 
our center, 6464 Hollister, #7, 
Goleta, CA 93117. Or call us 
days, evenings or weekends. Our 
phone number: (805) 685-5767.
in goals with four. Joanne Dillard 
scored three; Mary Tembrock, 2. 
The Mustangs then lost their se­
cond game to UCSB, 10-3. 
Dillard was the leading scorer, 
with two.
Bucknell University put up a 
good fight, but could not over­
power Cal Poly in round three of 
the tournament. Cal Poly took 
the game, 8-5. Jantzen scored 
four while Eckard scored three. 
Eckard also had nine steals, 
while Laura Abele had four 
steals and Lisa Cox had three 
assists.
Cal Poly then lost its final 
three games.
In fourth-round play. Cal Poly 
lost 9-1 to U.C. San Diego. The 
San Diego team was extremely 
physical, and four Cal Poly 
players were ejected. Seven out 
of the nine goals were made on 
set-up, while only two were made 
during regular play. U.C. Davis 
then defeated the Mustangs, 6-2. 
Eckard scored the two goals.
And in its last game of the 
tournament. Cal Poly lost an ex­
tremely close match to Slippery 
Rick, 8-6. Cox and Abele were 
majored-out after three ejections 
each during the third quarter.
Rugby team 2nd 
among colleges 
in weekend action
The Cal Poly rugby club 
finished second among college 
teams, and fifth place overall, in 
the U.S. professional rugby 
league tournament held at Cal 
Poly last weekend.
Ten teams from northern and 
southern California competed in 
the tournament, the first of its 
kind to be held at Cal Poly.
U.S. Pro Rugby is a cross be­
tween rugby and American foot­
ball, and is trying to get itself 
established in the United States.
Wheeler hired at 
Eastern Montana
Form er Cal Poly m en’s 
basketball coach Ernie Wheeler 
lias been named athletic director 
and head men’s basketball coach 
at Eastern Montana University.
Wheeler resigned under 
pressure from in
September 1986.
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Campaign as simple as ^Yes I  want a Three Stooges stamp ’
By Jam es W elch
staff Writer
All right you knuckleheads, 
now is your chance to dedicate 
yourselves to a cause that trans­
cends all political, racial, social 
and religious boundaries. It is a 
chance to honor those three 
sultans of slapstick (and stick 
they will) by immortalizing them 
in the annals of Post Office his­
tory.
Larry, Moe and Curly have 
become the topic of a campaign 
initiated by the late Moe 
H ow ard’s daughter, Joan 
Howard Maurer. Her goal is to 
see the Three Stooges placed on a 
United States commemorative 
stamp for 1990.
The crusade has progressed 
since Maurer called on the ser­
vices of Stephanie Slater, a col­
umnist for the San Francisco 
Examiner. Slater had written a 
column on how, believe it or not, 
some women like the Three 
Stooges. Someone brought the 
article to the attention of Maurer 
and, in turn, she contacted Slater 
in hopes of finding help to get 
her father and his two comedic 
comrades procured on a com­
memorative stamp.
The crusade has now come to 
Cal Poly, spearheaded by an­
thropology professor Patrick 
McKim. He is encouraging all his 
students to join in the campaign 
and is asking his colleagues to do 
the same.
McKim has also proposed a 
resolution to the Academic 
Senate in hopes of concentrating
the efforts of the entire universi­
ty toward Larry, Moe and Cur­
ly’s posthumous paste-up.
McKim recently attended a 
sociobiology conference at which 
James Dillon, M.D., presented a 
paper about “ attention-deficit 
hyperactivity disdorder,’’ or 
ADHD. McKim said that in the 
abstract to Dillon’s paper he 
pointed out that ADHD “ ... fre­
quently persists into adolescence 
and adulthood and is associated 
with academic and vocational 
underachievement, antisocial 
behavior and nonspecific 
psychopathology.’’ The abstract 
further suggests that “ ADHD 
m igh t be a g en e tic a lly  
transmissible trait and that 
those in our society who have the 
syndrome might personify a poor 
match between culture and 
phenotype.’’
“ Now I ask you,’’ said McKim, 
“ is that the Stooges or what?’’
The process, as explained in a 
second column by Slater from 
the May 1, 1988 issue of the Ex­
aminer, mostly involves letter 
writing. “ All you Stooge fans 
have to do,’’ writes Slater, “ is 
write a postcard or letter saying, 
‘Yes! I want a Three Stooges 
commemorative stamp for 1990.’ 
Sign it with your real name (or 
somebody’s real name) and send 
it to me, c/o the Examiner; 110 
Fifth St; San Francisco, Ca., 
94103.’’
Slater will be writing the cover 
letter to the postal service’s Citi­
zen’s Stamp Advisory Commit­
tee explaining why the Stooges
Program helps people 
become better leaders
By K eith N u n es
staff Writer
Bringing people who have 
shown leadership capabilities 
together and helping them ex­
pand their horizons so that they 
may become even more effective 
leaders are the purposes of 
California’s Agricultural Leader­
ship Program.
“The program is not about 
agriculture,’’ said Tim Lasaile, 
executive vice president of the 
program. “ The students come 
from the agriculture industry, 
but we attempt to familiarize 
them with better forms of com­
munication and areas of national 
and international interest.’’
Each class consists of 30 stu­
dents. To be eligible for the pro­
gram, students must be 27 years 
of age, have shown strong 
leadership abilities and must be 
involved in the agriculture in­
dustry, said Lasaile.
Seminars for the program take 
place at Cal Poly, Cal Poly 
Pomona, Cal State Fresno and 
U.C. Davis. At each university
the students study a specific 
subject. At Cal Poly, the stu­
dents study communication and 
leadership development. At the 
other universities social and 
cultural issues, government and 
economics and trade areas are 
taught.
“ I’ve known about the pro­
gram since I was at Cal Poly and 
have always wanted to become a 
part of it,’’ said Mark Chandler, a 
1978 graduate of Cal Poly and 
student of the program. “ It 
a llow s peop le  to  expose 
themselves to higher education 
without having to commit 
themselves to it full time.’’
The program takes two years 
to complete. During each year, 
students attend seven seminars 
and take part in one travel expe­
rience. The first year includes 
travel within the United States, 
and the second year has travel 
abroad.
“ When we choose and area to 
travel to we try to pick issue- 
orienied areas. This year’s class 
See LEADERS, back page
Set Yourself Apart...
next year,
enjoy quiet and privacy at
Las C a s ita s
D EL U XE  ONE  
B ED ROO M  
TOWNHOUSES
3 blocks from cam pus
NO\N LEASING FOR FALL QUARTER
C A LL 543-2032 for m ore in form ation
should haue their own stamp, misfits, whose antics have allow- 
and sending it along with all the ed people from all generations to 
l e t t e r s  she receives to release their pent up anger 
Washington, D.C. through laughter, will be en-
The outcome will hopefully shrined on a commemorative 
mean that those maladapted stamp. Immortalized in the up­
per right-hand corner of 
envelopes being sent all over this 
great land will be a means for 
people to send a few face slaps 
and “ neyuk-neyuk-neyuks’’ to 
their friends in far places.
What if...your expertise 
could impact the 
direction of an 
industry?
You'd be on the engineering team 
at Hewlett-Packard.
W  will be on-campus Monday, May 23rd at the Placement Center's 
Springboard Job Fair to discuss opportunities for graduating Seniors in EL, 
CSC or CompE. Positions we will be ready to interview you for are in:
u r  / / i ’i.vi
Í >
CUPERTINO
• Operating Systems Design 
-  UNlXVC
• Networking Software Design
• RISC Architecture
ROSEVILLE
• Networking Hardware Design
• Networking Software Design
If you're interested in talking to us please stop by and see us in Chumash on 
the 23rd, between 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. If you are unable to make it, 
please write directly to the following locations for immediate consideration: 
CUPERTINO: Hewlett-Packard Company, Professional Staffing, 19447 
Pnineridge Ave., MS:42U4, Cupertino, CA 95014. ROSEVUIE: Hewlett- 
Packard Company, Site Employment • R&D, 8000 Foothills Blvd., 
Roseville, CA 95678. Hewlett-Packard is ^  Equal Opportunity/Affirmative 
Aaion Employer.
’UNIX is a trademaik of AT&T
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The long lost Wright sister
Quality controller 
eases apprehension 
of first-time glider
By Diane Wright
staff Writer
As I climbed into the front 
seat of the glider, I took a deep 
breath and tried to convince 
myself that the next 20 minutes 
would go by quickly and I would 
once again be standing on the 
ground.
Being afraid of heights, I fig­
ured taking a glider ride was on 
the list of things I would never 
do.
Cal Poly biology major John 
Oberholtzer, who was driving the 
tow plane taking up the glider, 
has held a commercial pilot’s 
license for about six years and 
has flown gliders for more than 
two years. He tried to reassure 
me.
“ It’s safer flying in a glider 
than a regular airplane because 
less can go wrong. A glider 
d o e s n ’ t have a m o t o r , ”  
Oberholtzer said.
Somehow flying without a 
motor did not seem comforting 
to me.
Brian Ehrsam, a senior at San­
ta Ynez High School, was in 
charge of ground operations and 
was explaining the instrument 
panel to me. I was barely listen­
ing until I heard him say that 
there were two controls I should 
not ouch. He told me not to 
touch the yellow handle directly 
in front of me until my pilot told
Diane Wright
me to. He explained it released 
the tow rope connecting the glid­
er to the tow plane.
“ And don’t touch the yellow 
lever to your right — it raises the 
canopy and if a passenger falls 
out, I don’t get paid,’’ Ehrsam 
said jokingly. My nervous laugh 
seemed to make me feel more at 
ease.
My glider pilot was Geoff 
Davis, who is working on his 
master’s degree in marriage and 
family counseling at Cal Poly. 
Davis and Oberholtzer took 
turns flying the tow plane and 
the glider.
As Davis climbed into the seat 
behind me he said, “ You’re 
perfectly safe.’’
I still wasn’t so sure. I thought
Let US make 
your tail wag 
in the 
morning...
Try our batter-dipped sausage
PUPS
2 for 800
Served Monday thru Friday at the Snack Bar
7:00-10:00 a.n _^________
about 11-year-old Stuart Sellars, 
who rode in the glider just before 
me. His father had driven him to 
the Santa Ynez Airport from 
Manhattan Beach for his second 
glider ride as a birthday present. 
He had came back grinning from 
ear to ear.
“ We caught some wind pockets 
but it was really fun,’’ Sellars 
said.
Ehrsam told me to fasten my 
seat belt. I looked at the six 
straps and told him I didn’t 
know how.
“Oh well,’’ he said, “ just do the 
best you can.’’
I looked at him in disbelief, and 
he laughed and buckled me in. 
Ehrsam closed the canopy and 1 
felt like I was at Disneyland sit­
ting in a model of the plane used 
in “ Top Gun.’’
Ehrsam attached the tow rope 
from the plane Oberholtzer was 
piloting to the glider and as I 
took another deep breath, we 
were being towed down the field.
I thought about telling my 
pilot I changed my mind about 
the ride, but decided if an 11- 
year-old could do it twice, I could 
do it once. Besides, the glider 
didn’t have a radio so I was 
stuck there.
The glider raised off the 
ground before the tow plane did 
and to my surprise I felt a little 
excited. After all, this was a 
once-in-a-lifetime experience.
Davis told me how to read the 
altimeter.
ranch on a hillside to our left. I 
suddenly realized I was no longer 
nervous.
Davis said, “ I’ve been flying 
airplanes for 30 years and 1 
discovered these things, and I 
th o u g h t  wow, I f ina l ly  
discovered what flying is.’’
Davis said he has been flying 
gliders for about two-and-a-half 
years. He started taking flying 
lessons when he was 14.
“ I got my pilot’s license before 
my driver’s license,” he said.
It’s the people that make it 
fun, he said. Davis said his 
youngest solo passenger was a 
3-year-old and the oldest was a 
92-year-old woman. Davis said 
the woman was fearless.
“ The more I did, the more she 
wanted,” he said.
The glider has dual controls 
and Davis asked me to steer. 
Cautiously I pushed forward on 
the control stick and the nose of 
the glider pointed down. As I 
pulled back on the stick the nose 
of the glider pointed upward.
My pilot took control again 
and demonstrated a steep bank­
ing turn called a wing-over. We 
were perpendicular  to the 
ground. I felt my stomach in my 
throat and was relieved when
'OK, just reach forward and grab that 
yellow handle and give it a pull,’ Geoff 
Davis said. I asked him if he was sure 
because it didn’t look like we were going 
to make it over the mountain.
Looking for a 
school of fish? 
CAL POLY 
SPECIAL
lOii A Pound 
OFF
any fresh Fish!
FOR CAL POLY STUDENTS AND 
FACULTY
CORDERO/WINSTON
DOCKSIDE FISH MARKET 
1235 EMBARCADERO •  MORRO BAY
To
Morro Rock I I To Control M B iS lO
Parking
I Coo itG uo rd  | | Sott-WolorTatty
I CORDERO/WINSTON
CRUISE SHIPS
NOW  HIR IN G  M /F
Summer & Career Opportunities 
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus 
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas, 
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW: 
g O e -7 3 »0 7 7 g  fcrt. 900N
RIBS RIBS
and more RIBS
All you can eat beef rib 
dinner with soup or 
salad, ranch beans and 
San Luis Sourdough 
for only
Wednesda^l?ights only| 
5:30- 9:OOpm
Wine Street Inn
In  the ccllcr of The Netw ork
543-4488
“ We’re just passing 3(X) feet 
right now and we’re going to go 
to 3,000 feet,” he said. I realized 
that was 10 times as high as we 
were now. I told him this high 
was just fine with me.
“ Actually, the higher you get 
the less feeling of height you 
have,” Davis said. “ I t’s a 
paradox. You just get to see 
more is all. Everything spreads 
out but it doesn’t feel like you’re 
higher.”
The tow plane pulled us toward 
the mountains as we gained 
altitude. Lake Cachuma looked 
small and peaceful.
“ OK, just reach forward and 
grab that yellow handle and give 
it a pull,” Davis said. I asked 
him if he was sure because it 
didn’t look like we were going to 
make it over the mountain. He 
assured me we would be fine and 
I pulled the handle.
When the glider was free of the 
tow plane, Davis ascended quick­
ly and we turned and floated at 
about 20 miles an hour along the 
ridge. The view was spectacular. 
We could see Goleta, Santa Bar­
bara and the ocean. Davis 
pointed out President Reagan’s
Davis told me we were too close 
to the ground to do another one.
When we had descended to 900 
feet, Davis lowered the flaps and 
raised the nose of the glider to 
decrease speed. The flaps act as 
air breaks. The landing was so 
smooth I barely felt the single 
wheel of the glider touch the 
ground.
To my surprise, I was sorry the 
ride was over. It had gone by too 
fast.
Davis’ next passenger was 
Daniel Wilson, a wine marketing 
consultant from Huntington 
Beach. It would be his first glider 
ride and I asked him if he was 
nervous.
Gesturing toward Davis, he 
replied, “ Only one of us needs 
experience.”
I watched the glider being 
towed up toward the mountain 
and continued watching it after 
the tow plane returned.
After his ride Wilson said, “ It 
was terrific. I like those short 
banking turns.”
I know I will take another 
glider ride, and next time I will 
enjoy short banking turns along 
with the view.
M ajor T o n y  N e lso n ’s ad­
dress o n  th e T V  sh ow  I  
Dream o f  Jeannie w as 1137  
Oak G rove St . ,  C o co a  
B each , F lorid a .
772-9436
AHENTION SENIORS!
Tabulq Rasa Press & Bindery 
is now taking orders for 
Graduation name card insertions 
’Good quality at reasonable prices 
’ Book binding services aiso available
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CLASSIP'IED
Í
“ SAM**
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MGT 
FINAL SPRING TOUR DETAILS AT 
THURS MEETING 11AM AG ENG 123 
COMING SOON: DICK MASON, FOUNDER 
OF RADIO STATION US98._____________
COLLEGE
REPUBLICANS
MEETING WEDS 9PM FISHER SC 286
jryoi
ASET'S 7th Annual SENIOR PROJECT 
DESIGN CONTEST! $2500 in prizes 
to be awarded! WED. MAY 18 at 
7pm in UU-203. Refreshments
GERMAN CLUB
Dinner at Melanie’s Fri, May 20 6:00 
Sauerbraten und Spaetzle. Please 
call Annemarie for reservations by 
Wed. Guten Apetit!
GOLDEN KEY SOCIAL,Free!Free!Free! 
Free! Pasta Feed! Thurs 5/19 at 6:30 
Avila Yacht Club Bring a Friend!
IT’ers
LAME RESUME?
Be an A.!.P.E. officer next year 
Elections this Thursday 11 am 
GRC Room 106. FOOD!
SAILING CLUB
Meeting Wed 8pm sci e-45 
Elections & San Antonio trip info 
BE THERE OR BE DRY!
SCE MEETING
SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS 
Officer elections Wed 730 Engr13*118 
COME CAST YOUR VOTE OR RUN FOR 
OFFICE- ICE CREAM SUNDAES SERVED!
WATER SKIERS
WiVTER SKI CLUB MEETING-LOGO 
CONTEST SUMMER TRIP TO SHASTA 
SUYDERHOUS’S SKI SCHOOL), TRIP 
HIS WEEKEND, ETC WED SCI NO. 7:30
WATERSKI
Mtg. Sci No. 202, Wed. at 7:30 
All Levels and boats Welcome
GOLF LOVERS
CPGA dub meeting Wed 8pm sd E46 
member cards distrib watch tape of 
2-dub toumy and talk about 3pm 
fri toumy at Morro Bay-all welcome 
Be the ball nunini Be the ball!
*** EL/EE “ *
BEACH BASH: BBQ & BONFIRE 
SAT, MAY 21st, 3:00 - 9:00 
PORT SAN LUIS
ASI ESCAPE ROUTE AUCTION 
Buy or sell used equipment 
for more info, call 756-1287
COME AND MEET JOHN
DUKAKIS
California Campaign Manager and 
the son of your next President. 
TODAY 4:00 UU204
RENAME THE CAGE!!
The Craft Center is revamping it’s 
store & needs a new name for it! 
Help us out! Prize will be given. 
Details at the Craft Center
SUNGLASSES!! 9 major brands, all 
styles. 10% off with a cal ooly ID 
VUARNETBUCCI,OAKLEY,SKI-OPTICS. 
RAYBAN.HOBIE.GARGOYLE.SUNCLOUD, 
MAUI JIMS AND REVOS. The Sea Barn 
Avila Beach!! Open 7 days a week 
WE STOCK ALL STYLES!!!
THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLAS­
SIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN AD­
VANCE.
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367 
FREE PREGNANCY TEST 
’A FRIEND FOR LIFE’
KEEL!! HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY!!!!
CUZ TEACHER THERE ARE THINGS- 
ha ha! YOU’RE GREAT! LOVE LIZZARD
KIMO
Ifs MIDORI time. Happy 21 
birthday. Love, Stephen
LONELY OR BORED OR??? 
Sign up for a fun craft class in 
your UU Craft Center! Try It!!
OFFICIAL POLY ROYAL T-SHIRTS 
Hanes Quality. Now only $4.50. Just 
a few left. Call quick at 543-9389
WANT A HOT NEW LOOK?
REDKEN LABS NEEDS YOU!
BE PART OF OUR HAIR PROGRAM 
MONDAY MAY 23RD DISCOVERY INN 
MUST BE WILLING TO PERM OR COLOR 
HAIR FOR MORE INFO CALL 
1-800-423-3850 OR 818-998-6908
A-A-A FOR O,
0 -0 -0  FOR II,
AON, AOII...
W4Y TO GO AOII SOFTBALL!!
CONGRATULATIONS TO
‘ ERIN DUNTEMAN*
SIGMA CHI SWEETHART! ALSO THANKS 
TO OUR OTHER SWEETHARTS WHO 
ATTENDED OUR FORMAL. LOVE THE 
BROS OF SIGMA CHI
DELTA SIGMA PHI
WELCOMES THE NEWLY INITIATED
SPRING ’88 CLASS
YOU GUYS DID A GREAT JOB!!!!
TO OUR ;1
GREEK WOMAN OF THE YEAR: 
-ELLEN BENNER-
‘CONGRATULATIONS. YOU EARNED IT!’ 
WE LOVE YOU. YOUR AOII SISTERS!
COME GET WET-N-WN.D
Ree Sports Swim Meet Fri., May 20
Poly outdoor Pool at 4:15
Sign up at UU 118 by May 18, 4:00
Ever Done it on a Pool Table ?
Rec Sports Billiards Tournament 
Sat. May 21 10am.8-ball, Dbl Elim. 
Sign up in the Rec Sports Office
Walt Disney’s Classic 
LADY & THE TRAMP 
Wad. 4/18 7 & 9pm 
Chumash Aud. $1.50
pianist LIZ STORY 
in concert Sat. May 21 
tickets in U.U. Box office 
sponsored by
ASI FINE ARTS COMMITTEE
CAT FOUND-’SADIE’ ON COLLAR 
TAN W / STRIPES FOUND AT POLY 
CALL GRACE 544-9963
CASH FOR YOUR EXTRA GRAD 
TICKET PLEASE CALL 756-3511
CASH PAID FOR FURNITURE AND OTHER 
ITEMS OF VALUE CALL ROD 546-8107
GRAD TICKETS-3 NEEDED!
CALL BETSY 543-4648 WILL PAY!
GRANDMOTHER NEEDS GRADUATION 
TICKETS!!! WILL PAY!! 543-8534
I NEED 2 GRAD TICKETS WILL PAY 
GOOD PRICE. CALL KELLY 528-5210.
I NEED GRAD-TICKETS!
WILL PAY $$$! CALL 543-5438
NEED GRAD TICKETS WILL PAY TOP 
DOLLAR 549-8043 LVE MESSAGE
PLEASE! PLEASE! PLEASE! PLEASE! 
5 grad tickets just aren’t enough 
I just need 2 more. Will give you $ 
or make cookies in exchange.
Mary 544-3877 call eves.
IT’S NEW
The m u s t a n g  DAILY NOW HAS A
MORE CONVENIENT PLACE FOR YOU TO
SUBMIT c l a s s if ie d  a d s .
The UU INFO DESK NOW HAS A 
MUSTANG DAILY drop box The
DEADLINE FOR ALL CLASSIFIED ADS 
IS 10 AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE
JUNE GRADUATES:IT’S NOT TOO 
LATE TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT 
DONE. REMEMBER YOUR ACHIEVMENT 
WITH A SENIOR PORTRAIT 
BY DAVID GREY 541-2858 MWFAVEEK 
ENDS 6-9PM: NO SITTINGS BOOKED 
PAST 5/22/88
FREE PALLETS 
ECOSLO 
45 PRADO RD 
543-4296
544-1305:SR.PROJECTS & RESUMES 
HELP WITH GRAMMAR AND SPELLING
Academic Word processing. $1.50/ 
double-soace page. Marcy541-4214
/Vccurate TYPIST:Corrects All Your 
Spell,Punct,Grammar $2pg 543-3764
EXP Typist with LASER PRINTER 
Will also format & laser print 
from your IBM comp disc 544-7676
EXPERIENCEDTYPIST-SENIOR PROJECT 
S $1.75 PAGE 541 -0168 CHRIS
EXPERIENCED CP TYPIST 543-0550
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS.CALL 
BONNIE 543-0520, EVES.
I’m still here.For typing you can 
trust call Susie. 528-7805 Thanks
LASER PRINTED TYPING
CalLThe Latest Word 528-8505
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING 
Call Karen at 544-2692
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING 
(Rona).LASER PRINTER w/100-i-type fonts, 
student rates,9am-6pm, M-Sat,544-2591
RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS. WORD 
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY 
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO 
BEACH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE
RESUMES-PAPERS-SENIOR PROJECTS 
WORD PROCESSING-STUDENT RATES 
937-6992 (S.M.) - 7 DAYSA/VK
$10-$600 WEEKLY/UP MAILING 
CIRCULARS! RUSH SELF-ADDRESSED 
STAMPED ENVELOPE;DEPT.AN-7CC -BA, 
9300 WILSHIRE, SUITE 470,
BEVERLY HILLS. CA 90212
Available student assistant posi 
tions summer custodians in dorms 
Friday thru Tuesday 7:30 to 4pm 
6.00/hr live on campus if desired. 
Apply in Housing/Conference or call 
756-1586
CRAFT CENTER SUPERVISOR WANTED 
Have fun, earn money. Craft type 
people apply ASI business office 
UU202!Wbrk now and summer for us 
also teach a fun craft class here.
Spend a summer in the Southern 
Sierra Mountains! Cooks needed 
for a summer resident camp. 6/12- 
8/28. Experienced helps but hard 
workers & enthusiasm most imports nt ingre­
dient. Room board salary 
Call RossorDebbie James at Jameson 
Ranch Camp for info (805)536-8888
SUMMER JOBS:
Fine High Sierra Family Camp Seeks 
Live-in counselors(19-up) to TEACH: 
Riding (3 positions). Folk Guitar, 
Archery, Crafts, Naturalist/Outcamp, 
Drama, Tennis, Sailing. Pre-school 
also. 800-227-9900
VIDEO PRODUCTION UNIT OF COMMU- 
NICA
TIONS SERVICES, NEED PART-TIME STUD
ENT ASSISTANTS FOR OCCASIONAL  
WORK.
MUST BE SELF-STARTING, DEPENDABLE 
&
DETAIL-ORIENTED. VHS PRODUCTION OR
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIENCE HELPFUL, 
BUT
NOT NECESSARY. TO APPLY, COME TO 
RM
25 IN THE BASEMENT OF ‘BA&E’ DURING 
BUSINESS HOURS.
WANTED:CREATIVE INDIVIDUAL 
Must have silkscreening 
experience. Setup’own’ business 
in Craft Center. Flexible hours, 
fun. Apply at ASI BUSINESS OFFICE
2 SCHWINN CRUISER BICYCLES 
ALL ALLOY PARTS.TANGE FORKS 
HANDBRAKES EXCELLENT CONDIT. 
ONLY$125ea.
CALL 549-9503
Waterbed wood frame,heater,top 
bunk $90 b/o 543-3373
Waterbed-Super single, six drawers 
Headboard with shelves Great cond. 
$250-call Lynne 541-3313
BIKE 18spd SR Semi-pro Extras 
Exc Cond 23” $175/offer 544-8365
FOR SALE
CENTURIAN LEMANS RS 
RACE BIKE BRAND NEW 
$400/OBO, MIKE 541-6721
“ GREAT HOUSE“  5BDRM OWN $280mo 
Yr lease 6-16-88to 6-15-89 share$210 
w&d;micro;close to Poly 544-0813
1 FM NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM IN HOUSE 
NEAR DWNTWN 187.50/MO MICRO, DISHW. 
W^SHER,VCR 544-5468
2 RMMTES TO SHARE RM $150 EACH. 
CALL EVES 549-8388
2 RMMTS needed 4 sumr.l 4 fall 
thru spng many xtras call 543- 
5108 or 756-4579
2F/M SHARE CEDAR CREEK CONDO 
2BED 2BA POOL MICRO LAUN FULLY 
FURN AVAIL 6/18/88 230MO.
3 BDRM HOUSE NEAR POLY. NEED 3 
GIRLS TO SHARE W/1 OTHER. $197.50 
TO SHARE, $230 SINGLE. AVAIL JUNE1 
PHONE 543-1800 OR 543-7697
Female to share 2-Bdrm apt. $275 
for own room. 541-8010 Denise
NEW CONDO-Sum sublet/or longer. 
Furnish, Wash/Dry,Fireplc,Dishwas, 
Microwv.cis to Poly-2 spots left 
to share rm-$150/mo/ea-Dan 541-8628
NOT A SUBLET! 2RMS RUSTIC HOUSE 
MF $150mo mature,reliable,self mo­
tivated call David 544-0304 eves.
OWN ROOM DOWNTOWN 4 SUMMER 
$185/MO./NEGOTIABLE 543-5676
Own room in house Female only 
250 mo/no util. Avail June 12 Call 
Karen 543-4264 Micro, Cable, yard
OWN room in house on So. Chorro 
with two Engr. Students Quiet 
Clean, Fireplace Avail. 4-1-88 
270 mo. 549-9265
OWN ROOM IN FURN. CONDO. F ONLY 
NON-SMOKER. CLOSE TO POLY/DWNTN 
AVAIL 6/16 & ALSO FOR FALL QTR 
$230/MO.& DEPOSIT. CALL KIM AT 
544-5136
Responsible F Roomates needed for 
SUM SUB LET. Furn 2bed 2bath 
spacious condo close to Poly- has 
wshr/dryr,garage,dshwshr,micro 
$120/mo Please contact Laura 
756-4157 or Susie at 756-4245
ROOM AVAIL. NOW IN LARGE HOUSE 
225/MON. CALL 544-6288
SUM SUB 1 FM OWN ROOM IN LG, 
QUIET HQUSE.$220 544-7156 EVE.
SUMMER SUBLET!!
$240 FQR SUMMER. CLQSE TO POLY 
AND BUS. HUGE ROOM. FEMALE. 
CALL 544-0982
SUMMER SUBLET: OWN ROOM 
$150/MO. NEGOTIABLE 543-3943
YOUR OWN ROOM FOR $8/DAY! female 
non-smoker needed- 
$235/month lots of extras! Two 
rooms available call! 543-6410
1 or 2 to share Ig rm in 3 yr old 
Laguna Lake townhouse begin 6/15 
$235/mo inci ALL util but phone 
call Marcie - 541-3660
2 bdrm apts. furn or unfurn. 9 month 
lease. Pool, Tennis, Free utilities. 
Call 544-7772
3 BEDROOM-2V2 bath spacious apt near 
Poly-yard-$900/mo 544-0523-George
APT for lease 6-16-88 to 6-15-89, 
2 bedrm furn for 4, near Poly, 
$560/mo,water,cable,garb Pd. 
543-8517 or 544-5385
CO-OP STUDENT NEEDS TO SUBLET 
ROOM
FOR SUMMER. OPTION TO LEASE FOR 
88/89. VERY NICE HOME IN COUNTRY 
YOU’LL LOVE IT! $200.MO 544-9534
FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12 
MONTH LEASE 543-1452
SUM SUBLET-1 BDRM APTNEWLY FUR­
NISH
\N4LK-IN CLOSIT.W4SH/DRY AVAIL 6/1 
10R2 NEAT/RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE 
$250/1 OR $300/SHARE NEAR POLY 
CALL KRISTI AT 543-1348
Summer Sublet:
2 rooms open for 3 people 
Own room $170 to share $120/each 
close to campus and shopping 
Call 756-4226. Leave Message
\NMK TO POLY: LARGE HOUSE AVAIL 
6/20 SHARE-$210/MO.;OWN-$280/MO. 
FRPLC/W&D/MICROZ-t-MORE 544-0813
BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES LISTED 
FREE INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE 
ON CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE 
CENTURY 21-541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE? FOR A FREE LIST 
OF ALL THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSES & 
CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO, CALL STEVE 
NELSON-FARRELL SMYTH.INC 543-8370
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but students would be expected 
to be involved in the work, said 
Lucas.
“ Students would not have the 
opportunity to apply directly for 
money; they would have to be 
working with a faculty member,” 
Lucas said. “ But the mini grants 
that award up to $5,000 could be 
used to hire students. Or it might 
be used to buy equipment, mate­
rials and supplies students would 
use in senior projects or in 
master’s theses together with the 
faculty member.”
Although guidelines are still 
being made, the plan is for the 
university to receive proposals at 
the beginning of fall quarter. 
Selections will be made by a 
faculty committee, and awards
will be given at the end of fall 
quarter, said Lucas.
Top priority will be given to 
faculty who are not tenured. 
Disciplines that have difficulty 
getting money from an outside 
source will also be considered.
“ There is more money avail­
able from the National Science 
Foundation that has a budget as 
large as the CSU’s, than it is to 
get money from the National 
Endowment for the Humanities 
that has a budget a little bit big­
ger than Cal Poly’s,” Lucas said. 
“ It’s an attempt to create some 
balance. It’s also an attempt to 
get some money to help faculty 
get started.”
The research money will 
strengthen the instructional 
program at Cal Poly. Faculty will
have some money available to 
work on topics of interest, most 
of which will probably be related 
to advanced courses they are 
teaching, said Lucas.
“ I know some faculty now who 
have some pretty large grants on 
the outside,” he said. “ Without 
having these research grants, the 
content of one or two advanced 
senior courses they are teaching 
would rapidly be out of date.”
Although the $2.5 million in 
research money the CSU will 
receive, if left uncut, is less than 
one-fifth of 1 percent of the 
overall CSU budget, “ it’s impor­
tant money for us to have,” said 
Lucas. “ It won’t revolutionize 
the university in six months, but 
it will make a difference.”
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Rathbun said Costa Rica was 
chosen as the site of the college 
because it has been a long-time 
friend of the United States and 
because the U.S. State Depart­
ment considers it to be in the 
United States’ best interest to 
keep Costa Rica economically 
viable.
“ Farming is poor in Costa Rica 
because the farmers have burned 
much of the forest areas and the 
land is suffering from severe soil 
erosion,” said Rathbun. “ The 
purpose of the college is to teach 
the Costa Ricans how to use 
their resources without destroy­
ing the enviroment.”
Cal Poly faculty are involved in
the development of the college. 
Thirty-two faculty members have 
visited Costa Rica and aided in 
the planning of the college. By 
fall 1988 three faculty members 
will be living in Costa Rica and 
working on the project, and dur­
ing the 1988-89 year, 15 to 20 
faculty members will have 
traveled down and helped in 
some aspect.
“ We hope that once the school 
is finished we will be able to or­
ganize faculty and student ex­
cha nge  p r o g r a m s , ”  said 
Rathbun. “ It will be awhile be­
fore we can do that, but hopeful­
ly once the project is running 
smoothly both schools will be 
able to benefit from each other.”
ADMISSIONS
LIONS
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killed annually and more than 
12,500 mountain lions were killed 
in those 56 years.
From 1963 to 1969 the lions 
were classified as a non-protected 
mammal. The only two sanction­
ed hunts were in 1971 and 1972. 
The yearlong season in 1971 saw 
the taking of 83 lions, out of 
4,726 tags sold. The 1972 four-
month-long season saw 35 lions 
taken out of 227 tags sold.
This year’s hunt is expected by 
the DFG to return between 5 and 
30 percent of the 190 tags that 
will be available. That would 
mean that between nine and 27 
animals would be killed. Lind- 
berg said he feels that the hunt 
will not be very successful.
“ A hunter needs an experi-
WESLEY
From pages
Sepulveda said he was very 
happy to find a place like the 
Wesley House. “ It was kind of 
like something I was looking for, 
but I did not think was avail­
able.”
Since he lived in the old house, 
Sepulveda said that during the 
construction period he was in 
transition for a year. “ I moved 
six different times.”
Many residents stayed with 
members of the Methodist 
Church while they were waiting 
for construction to be completed. 
Francis Silver, a mechanical 
engineering student at Cuesta 
College, said before the house 
was completed, she was living in 
the old parish with two other 
girls.
“ It’s like a family,” Silver said 
about the house. She explained 
that when she was living with 
her parents, she wanted to move 
closer to school. “ My parents 
wanted me to be in a college set­
ting (but) in a Christian en­
vironment.”
Even though it was inconve­
nient for people to wait for the 
house to be completed, Tilman 
said, “ there was something here 
that drew people to stick it out.”
The cost of living at the 
Wesley House is $230 a month 
including: $160 to share a room 
and $70 for food and utilities. 
This was a big jump from two 
years ago when students paid 
just $350 a quarter.
Residents of the house said 
there haven’t been many pro­
blems concerning day-to-day liv­
ing. “ I think Francis’s (noisy) 
blender was the biggest issue in 
the house,” Tilman laughed, ad­
ding that it was easily remedied 
by buying a quieter one.
Before getting settled, he said, 
they also had furniture and 
household items “ scattered all 
over creation. I now know where 
all the serving spoons are ... fi­
nally.”
Volunteer hosts needed 
to house German students
Housing accommodations are 
needed for eight West German 
students who will visit Cal Poly 
for about six weeks this summer.
Eight Cal Poly architecture 
students are now studying in 
Stuttgart, West Germany, where 
they are being housed by West 
German hosts at no cost. In 
order to reciprocate the 
hospitality, no-cost housing is 
needed for the German students 
here.
Volunteer hosts are not ex­
pected to provide food or enter­
tainment for the visitors, but on­
ly lodging. The German students 
will be in San Luis Obispo from 
about June 19 through about 
Aug. 1.
The 16 architecture students 
from Cal Poly and the University 
of Stuttgart are collaborating on 
an architectural project that 
could become a model for future 
faculty and student exchanges 
between the two schools.
If you are able to offer housing 
accommodation to one or more of 
our visitors, please contact Kim 
McGrew, architecture depart­
ment secretary, at 756-1316.
— architecture dept.
F. M cL intock's S a lo o n
Wednesday Special 
Spaghetti Dinner
$2.95
686 Higuera
<1 to
OUR TURF.
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Take a look under your hood. Intimidating, 
huh? Most mechanics feel the same way. At 
German Auto we fully Understand the workings 
of the German car. We provide the service 
necessary to give you the performance, com­
fort and trouble-free driving your car was 
designed for — all at a reasonable price.
Call us today for an appointment.
Tru st Gem ían Auto
Speoalmng m Porsche, Audi. BMW A Vofkiwagen Automobtfes 
273 Pacific StrMt. $«n Luis Obispo 543 7473
enced guide and trained dogs. 
The chances of running into a 
mountain lion are very remote 
without them,” Lindberg said. 
“ I’ve never seen one myself ex­
cept when chasing them with 
dogs, though I have seen many 
of their signs and tracks.”
Lindberg said that since it’s 
been 16 years since lion hunting 
has been legal, most of the
guides and dogs are no longer in 
business.
Lindberg said that 30 to 40 
tags will be issued for San Luis 
Obispo County but didn’t know 
how many hunters would actual­
ly hunt here. The tags are $75 
each with a $5 application 
charge. They will be distributed 
by a lottery system, according to 
the DFG.
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can’t go anywhere but here.
Beck doesn’t think Cal Poly 
should have to accept any more 
local students.
“ It’d be nice, but it is a state 
university, and everyone pays 
taxes so you’ve got to be fair.
“ (Cal Poly officials) did a great 
job explaining the procedure of 
what happens and why ... 
Everyone was happy and 
satisfied.”
LEADERS
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has traveled to Chicago and 
Detroit, and next year they will 
go to Africa. In Chicago and 
Detroit we focused on the urban 
problems of the cities, and in 
Africa we will focus on the pro­
blems in South Africa and the 
Arab concerns in the Middle 
East,” said Lasalle.
“ It was staggering,” said Jim 
Allen, a student in the program. 
“ I had no idea the urban pro­
blems in Chicago and Detroit 
were that bad. Industry in both 
cities was just about gone and
people were fighting like hell to 
protect what little they had. 
Despite its problems, Chicago 
seemed to be making progress, 
but Detroit, to me, seemed like 
something on the edge of 
civilization.”
The program began in 1969 
and was the first of its type in
the United States. “Today there 
are similar programs in 22 states 
across the country and two in 
other countries,” said Lasalle.
“ In a word I would describe 
the program as fantastic,” said 
Chandler. “ This is one of the best 
programs 1 have ever par­
ticipated in.”
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•  Member of the American 
Optometrie Association
•  Eyecare Consultant for 
Cal Poly Health Center
•  Specializing in Contact 
Lenses
•  All Lens Types Available. 
Including Sleep-ln and 
Tinted
•  All Cases Accepted 
Regardless of 
Difriculty
•  Selection of the 
Latest Fashion 
Eyeware
•  Affordable Fees
•  Student Discounts
“See Me 
To See.”
You’ll like the personal 
attention we give to your total 
eye health and appearance.
You’ll appreciate our caring 
staff, expert guidance in frame 
and contact lens selection and 
affordable fees.
Derek L. Coombs, O.D.
Doctor o f Optometry 
1029 Chorro Street 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
543-4777
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•' • ^G ET READY. 
FOR THE SUMMER WEATHER!
Beach towels Beach chairs 
Beach balls Beach umbrellas 
Frisbees Sunteajars Games 
Tote bags Plastic glasses Fans 
anci Slippers ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
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